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Forward Looking Statements
This presentation contains forward-looking statements that involve substantial risks and uncertainties. All statements, other than statements of historical facts, contained in this
presentation, including statements regarding our transactions with biopharmaceutical companies, possible companion diagnostic and HTG diagnostic products, potential
addressable markets, our timeline strategy, expected revenue, planned product development and our product and technology roadmap, expected regulatory submissions and filings,
anticipated reimbursement, prospects, and plans and objectives are forward-looking statements. The words ‘‘anticipate,’’ ‘‘believe,’’ ‘‘estimate,’’ ‘‘expect,’’ ‘‘intend,’’ ‘‘may,’’ ‘‘plan,’’
‘‘predict,’’ ‘‘project,’’ ‘‘target,’’ ‘‘potential,’’ ‘‘will,’’ ‘‘would,’’ ‘‘could,’’ ‘‘should,’’ ‘‘continue,’’ and similar expressions are intended to identify forward-looking statements, although not all
forward-looking statements contain these identifying words. We may not actually achieve the plans, intentions or expectations disclosed in our forward-looking statements, and you
should not place undue reliance on our forward-looking statements. Actual results or events could differ materially from the plans, intentions and expectations disclosed in forwardlooking statements, including due to risks involved in the development and commercialization of products, replacement of existing technologies, the outcome of relationships with
third parties and other factors as discussed under the heading “Risk Factors” in our periodic reports on Form 10-Q and Form 10-K. The forward-looking statements contained in this
presentation reflect our views with respect to future events as of the date set forth on the first page of this presentation, and we assume no obligation to update any forward-looking
statements as a result of new information, future events or otherwise as of such date.
This presentation is confidential and should not be distributed, published or reproduced (in whole or in part) or disclosed by its recipients to any other person for any purpose, other
than with our express written consent.
This presentation also contains estimates, projections and other information concerning our industry, our business, and the markets for our products, product candidates and
services, as well as data regarding market research, estimates and forecasts prepared by our management. Information that is based on estimates, forecasts, projections, market
research or similar methodologies is inherently subject to uncertainties and actual events or circumstances may differ materially from events and circumstances reflected in this
information. These statements are based upon information available to us as of the date of the presentation, and while we believe such information forms a reasonable basis for
such statements, such information may be limited or incomplete, and our statements should not be read to indicate that we have conducted an exhaustive inquiry into, or review of,
all potentially available relevant information. These statements are inherently uncertain, and you are cautioned not to unduly rely upon these statements.
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HTG is a precision medicine company based on the HTG EdgeSeq technology for RNA NGS

HTG EdgeSeq is a platform technology that provides step-change advantages for RNA NGS.
HTG leverages HTG EdgeSeq’s advantages across three business segments in the precision medicine value chain.

Translational profiling business

Biopharma services business

Clinical diagnostics business
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Gene expression profiling (GEP) could increasingly be a cornerstone biomarker as
precision medicine advances
DNA

RNA

Protein

GEP complements mutation information that is
only part of the puzzle for precision medicine

GEP measures aberrations in the abundance
of gene transcripts to drive precision
medicine

GEP advantaged over protein expression: multiplexing,
integration with mutation workflow, quantitation

Fundamental aspect of biology | Countless applications
Examples

Prognostic testing

Molecular sub-typing

Tumor inflammation

CAR-T

New horizons

Oncogene expression-based risk
stratification emerging across all
major cancer types

Improve tumor classification (e.g.,
CUP, DLBCL) as orthogonal or
replacement to histology

Also called hot vs. cold tumors;
factors
into
likelihood
of
response across variety of IO
drug types

Profiling to ensure quality across
the workflow, from leukapheresis
through cell expansion & infusion

Emerging autoimmune / neurology
applications; miRNA signatures
for prognosis, screening, and
beyond
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HTG EdgeSeq provides advantages over traditional RNA-seq that address key market needs

Decreased sample input

Simplified bioinformatics

5 – 10X less sample required than typical RNA-seq

Avoids RNA-seq steps of mapping to ref. genome & de-duplication

Compatible with tissue and liquid samples

Decreases technical burden for in-house or 3rd party bioinformatics

HTG EdgeSeq sample prep
reagents

HTG EdgeSeq target capture panels
& instrument

Library prep & sequencing
HTG EdgeSeq has universal compatibility

HTG EdgeSeq data analysis
pipeline

Increased automation & innovative workflow
Avoids RNA-seq steps of extraction & cDNA generation
Decreases hands-on-time and increases lab efficiency
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HTG is positioned to where the market is going

Small sample requirement
Works with one FFPE slide from a
needle core, FNA biopsy or just 500ul
of PAXgene

Sensitivity of a targeted
sequencing technology
Can detect low expression genes

Highly multiplexed
Enables pathway analysis, predictive
signatures and RNASeq surrogate
capability

Simplified workflow
No extraction required
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HTG’s partnerships with leading stakeholders offer validation of HTG EdgeSeq’s advantages
Biopharma partnerships

NGS supplier partnerships

85+ active programs, more than doubled since 2018
Multiple Top 10 biopharma partners
“… NanoString and RNA-seq require RNA extraction, which has a very high failure
rate, which puts precious sample at risk. That in mind, HTG’s extraction-free
workflow and sensitivity are big advantages...”
Executive, Top 10 biopharma

“… We do a wide variety of profiling on all of our pre-clinical and clinical samples.
After DNA profiling and IHC, sometimes you have very little sample left, which
makes EdgeSeq’s sample requirement not just beneficial but enabling...”
Executive, Top 10 biopharma

CDx partnership ended after
Qiagen changed NGS strategy

KOL customer examples
“… In terms of sample prep and the low amounts of tissue required,
HTG EdgeSeq is superior […] competing technologies like NanoString
require a lot more RNA and we have to extract ...”
Professor, MD Anderson
“… Biopsies are getting smaller and smaller across tumors […] the
HTG platform is superior in extracting data from a single FFPE slide
…”
Professor of Medicine, Penn Med

“… GEP is gaining a lot of momentum. After looking at our options, we decided
HTG has the best technology for us harness the benefits GEP biomarkers for CDx
...”
Executive, Top 10 biopharma

Source: HTG customer interviews; Contract Consultants

“… Here at Sinai, we have generations of tissue samples that are
preserved and HTG's technology is ideal for this application [...] we
wouldn’t be able to do this with traditional RNA-seq …”
Assistant Professor, Mount Sinai
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Molecular profiling
Translational profiling business growth opportunity

Biopharma services business growth opportunity

U.S. & EU KOL customer examples

Clinical diagnostics business growth opportunity

HTG growth opportunity
RNA profiling is a fast growing segment of translational medicine as the DNA
environment is getting more and more mature

HTG’s current portfolio includes panels for miRNA, Mouse, Oncology, Immunooncology and Autoimmune disorders

To better leverage the data generated by HTG panels, new applications and tools
are available on HTG’s Reveal software

Direct revenues as either instruments/reagents or service revenue in VERI/O
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The NGS GEP supplier market is growing quickly
Growth of the NGS GEP supplier market*
Upside case: ~$2B, ~20% CAGR
Increased NGS market growth
& increased RNA share of
growth
Conversion to NGS from PCR,
arrays, and NanoString

Key growth drivers
Rapid increase in use of GEP across biopharma drug
development and clinical trials, driven heavily by immunoonc.

Launches of new biopharma service offerings by genomics
CROs that provide GEP alongside other RNA & DNA analyses

Base case: ~$1.3B, ~10% CAGR
$820M

MDx companies investing in generation of large GEP
datasets to support novel test development

$430M
Increased translational profiling investigation of novel GEP
applications in oncology as the next frontier beyond mutation
profiling as well as in other diseases (e.g., autoimmune, neuro)

2014

2019

2024

Notes: * The NGS GEP supplier market includes revenues realized for the sale of NGS instruments and reagents that are used for GEP
Source: DeciBio Consulting
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RUO profiling panels and assays
Growing number of RNA panels
HTG EdgeSeq Precision Immuno-Oncology Panel
1,392 immuno-oncology related genes; Key immune
system markers (B & T cell activation & response)
HTG EdgeSeq Oncology Biomarker Panel
2,560 oncology-related genes – drug targets /
signaling pathways; Whole transcriptome surrogate

HTG EdgeSeq miRNA Whole-Transcriptome Assay
2,083 human miRNA - analysis using a variety of
samples
HTG EdgeSeq PATH Assay
470 genes; Complement IHC studies using a
single FFPE section

HTG EdgeSeq ALKPlus Assay (CE IVD)
ALK, ROS1, RET, NTRK1, HER2 ins, cMET
amplifications

HTG EdgeSeq Mouse mRNA Tumor Panel
1,659 mRNA targets for preclinical mouse models

HTG EdgeSeq DLBCL COO Assay (CE IVD)
ABC / GCB subtyping; 92 lymphoma genes plus drug
targets

HTG EdgeSeq Autoimmune Panel – 2,003 genes to
assess a variety of autoimmune diseases
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HTG EdgeSeq Reveal Data Analysis Suite

HTG RUO Assays

Rapidly assess biology from HTG RUO molecular profiling data

Data Quality Control Check

Assess Differential Expression

Molecular Subtyping Applications
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NextGen EdgeSeq – Whole Transcriptome
Targeted solutions today
Variety of 1 – 3K panels that
are application-specific

Universal solution tomorrow
Single whole-transcriptome panel
from which custom subsets can be
selected
Growth drivers across the value-chain

Biopharma
drug
development

Single GEP solution for early discovery work & clinical CDx
“… HTG has major clinical advantages over other solutions, with a transcriptome it
could cover our early discovery work too, then we wouldn’t have to migrate data ...”
Executive, Top 10 biopharma

Large R&D dataset generation and OEM foundation

Molecular
diagnostics

“… We profile archived samples at the transcriptome level for R&D, that is many
thousands of RNA-seq runs, an EdgeSeq transcriptome could make that process more
efficient and could also allow us to save extra tissue in the archive ...”
Executive, Molecular Diagnostics Company

Expanded market size includes all GEP studies

Translational
profiling

“… An HTG transcriptome would be wonderful. The current panels are great, but if
there was a transcriptome solution, it could be used for any of our GEP work – there
would be no reason to use RNA-seq for any of our GEP studies ...”
Department Head, NCCN Cancer Center

Source: HTG customer interviews
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2020 EdgeSeq transcriptome solution development milestones
Translational profiling business growth opportunity

Q1 2020
Target capture probe
development

Biopharma services business growth opportunity

Q2 2020
Overall assay workflow
development

Clinical diagnostics business growth opportunity

Q3 2020
Head-to-head study against
RNA-seq

Q4 2020
Early access partnership
program rollout
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Biopharma services
Translational profiling business growth opportunity

Biopharma services business growth opportunity

Clinical diagnostics business growth opportunity

Strategy

88 Active Biopharma Programs at December 31, 2019

Grow the number of Biopharma
programs

 The number of active Biopharma programs has
doubled in the past 18 months.
 Programs include 40% partnering with top 5 and 80%
partnering with top 10 Global Oncology Pharma
companies.
 Programs span over 20 unique indications.
 Programs are diversified by program phase and line of
therapy.

Increase the number of sponsored
CDx opportunities
Continue self-funded R&D
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HTG’s biopharma services business serves the market of clinical trials interrogating RNA
Translational profiling business growth opportunity

Biopharma services business growth opportunity

U.S. oncology clinical trials with vs. without RNA

Clinical diagnostics business growth opportunity

Market opportunities across the pipeline
Illustrative

Other oncology trials
Trials interrogating RNA*

2.4K

2.7K

2.8K

3.0K

11%

14%

17%

20%

2014

2015

2016

2017

3.1K

24%
2018

CAGR
6%

$50 to $200k for
early-stage trials

2%

$10M+ for
pivotal trials

28%

$1B+ of pipeline
potential clinical
CDx

Notes: * Only oncology (hematological and solid tumors) interventional trials measuring at least one drug (devices and surgery excluded), all sponsor types, with and without RNA / Gene expression biomarkers
Source: Amplion; Contract Consultants

Approved
CDx
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Biopharma services continues to be a growth driver
Biopharma services business growth opportunity

Translational profiling business growth opportunity

HTG active clinical biopharma programs
Growth in quarterly active programs driven by growth in
projects with multiple Top 10 pharma as well as innovative
biotechs

65

35

36

40

72

Clinical diagnostics business growth opportunity

HTG growth opportunity

88
80

61

46

Q4 2017 Q1 2018 Q2 2018 Q3 2018 Q4 2018 Q1 2019 Q2 2019 Q3 2019 Q4 2019

Many biopharma prefer transcriptome profiling for biomarker identification in early-stage
trials and seek to leverage a single diagnostic platform in both early and late-stage trials

HTG’s current portfolio has developed momentum across the pipeline with biopharma
because the HTG EdgeSeq advantages make it more viable as a clinical CDx than
RNA-seq
HTG has demonstrated expertise in developing IUO products and executing global
clinical studies

We expect that the number of oncology trials using RNA to double over the next 5
years, and that other disease areas (autoimmune) will also begin looking at RNA
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Comprehensive breast cancer diagnostic
Translational profiling business growth opportunity

Biopharma services business growth opportunity

Clinical unmet needs in breast
cancer

Clinical diagnostics business growth opportunity

Attractive market dynamics in breast
cancer

Existing RNA tests focus on incremental differentiation for a
narrow set of clinical questions, leaving unmet need
elsewhere

Highest incidence among all solid tumors

Insufficient amounts of tissue available for RNA testing with
traditional RNA technologies

Most established market for RNA profiling tests

Increasing number of treatments complicating the breast
cancer treatment paradigm

Extensive sample archives and stakeholders interested in
partnerships for co-development
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HTG has prioritized a set of breast cancer MDx claims with an estimated $1.5B total addressable market
Translational profiling business growth opportunity

Biopharma services business growth opportunity

Clinical diagnostics business growth opportunity

$1.5B of total market opportunities prioritized based on degree
of clinical unmet need & unique value-add of HTG EdgeSeq

~60K patients | ~$90M market*

~665K patients | ~$1B market*
~80K patients | ~$120M market*
~200K patients | $300M market*
Neoadjuvant
HER2-/HR+

Future Tx guidance

Metastatic
HER2-/HR+

Targeted Tx selection and
future IO response prediction

Metastatic
TNBC

IO response prediction
and future Tx
guidance

Neoadjuvant
TNBC

Future Tx guidance

Adjuvant
HER2+/HR-

Chemo / HER2 deescalation

Adjuvant
TNBC

Future Tx guidance

Adjuvant
HER2-/HR+

Future Tx guidance
(CDK4/6 entering) & HR deescalation

Adjuvant
HER2+/HR+

Chemo / HER2 / HR
de-escalation

Neoadjuvant
HER2+/HR+

IO response prediction

Neoadjuvant
HER2+/HR-

IO response prediction

Metastatic
HER2+/HR-

Resistance profiling

Metastatic
HER2+/HR+

Resistance profiling

Follow-on opportunities

Prioritized for near-term
Note: * Total addressable market size based on: U.S. & EU patient populations across prioritized claims, reimbursement at parity with established RNA tests, and conservative HTG value-capture of 50% per test
Source: NCCN guidelines; SEER; Decision Resources; Contract Consultants
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HTG EdgeSeq diagnostic development milestones

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

RUO panels
Translational profiling
business growth driver

Process & probe development

Near transcriptome
panel

Biopharma services
business growth driver

IVD & LDT tests
Clinical diagnostics
business growth driver

Product concept
defined

Cohort identification
& contracting

1st breast cancer MDx

Cohort identification
& contracting
Cohort identification
& contracting

2nd breast cancer MDx
3rd breast cancer MDx
ILLUSTRATIVE
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HTG has leveraged EdgeSeq’s advantages to develop significant growth momentum
HTG direct* revenue growth

HTG growth in active clinical biopharma programs

$20M
65
$14.6M

$10M

35

36

40

Q4 2017

Q1 2018

Q2 2018

$9.1M

46

Q3 2018

Q4 2018

61

Q1 2019

72

Q2 2019

2015

Q3 2019

88

Q4 2019

HTG cumulative publications over time

$6.8M
$4.0M

80

147

$5.1M

113
77

2016

2017

2018

2019**

12

21

2014

2015

Notes: * Direct revenues include all products and services provided by HTG directly, does not include partnered collaboration revenue; ** 2019 revenue is unaudited

45
2016

2017

2018

2019
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HTG scorecard metrics for success

Expanded market
opportunity in translational
profiling

Complete pipeline solution
for biopharma services

Increased ability to innovate
with partners in clinical dx

Continue high rate of molecular profiling growth into large and growing market

Continue to grow the biopharma services portfolio leading to companion diagnostics to
enable precision medicine in oncology and other disease states

Achieve strategic milestones to develop clinical grade RNA platform technology for
CLIA and other test developers plus proprietary HTG diagnostics starting with
comprehensive breast cancer panel
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